Is aircraft noise a concern for you?

Question options
(Click items to hide)

- Yes
- No

53 (31.7%)
114 (68.3%)
If you answered "Yes" to question 1, how would you rate the level of concern/impact on your quality...

Question options
(Click items to hide)

1 2 3 4 5
What aircraft types are the most bothersome?

**Question options**

*Click items to hide*

- Jet aircraft
- Propeller aircraft
- Helicopters
- Military aircraft (airplane and/or helicopter)
- Unknown
- Other

- 45 (28.0%)
- 37 (23.0%)
- 25 (15.5%)
- 4 (2.5%)
- 3 (1.9%)
- 47 (29.2%)
During what time of the day are aircraft overflights/noise the greatest issue?

**Question options**

*Click items to hide*

- Morning/daytime (7 am–5 pm)
- Evening/nighttime (5–11 pm)
- Late night/early morning (11 pm–7 am)
- All day
Are the aircraft/aviation impacts worse during certain days of the week?

**Question options**
(Click items to hide)
- Weekdays are the worst
- Weekends are the worst
- I don’t notice a difference – weekdays versus weekends
What type of operations have the most impact?

**Question options**
(Click items to hide)
- Arrivals (flights toward the airport)
- Departures (flights from the airport)
- Both arrivals and departures
- Touch-and-goes
- Not sure
- Other
How often are you disturbed by aircraft noise?

Question options
(Click items to hide)
- Every day
- A couple of times per week
- A few times per month
- A few times per year
- Never
What is your primary concern?

**Question options**
*(Click items to hide)*

- Green: The aircraft are too loud
- Yellow: The overflights are too frequent
- Blue: The airplanes are too low
- Pink: I have concerns about safety/fear of crashes
- Blue: I have environmental concerns (i.e. air pollution, climate impacts, etc.)
What is the nature of the impact?

**Question options**  
*(Click items to hide)*

- Distracting/annoying
- Disrupts sleep
- Disrupts indoor activity (i.e. conversation, television, etc.)
- Disrupts outdoor activity
- Other

Pie chart showing:
- 55 (37.7%)
- 34 (23.3%)
- 19 (13.0%)
- 13 (8.9%)
- 25 (17.1%)
How long have you lived in the neighborhood?

- 57 (34.1%) Less than 1 year
- 34 (20.4%) 1-5 years
- 26 (15.6%) 5-10 years
- 44 (26.3%) 10-20 years
- 6 (3.6%) 20+ years

Question options
(Click items to hide)
Have the aircraft noise issues/impacts changed?

**Question options**  
(Click items to hide)

- Green: They are much worse
- Yellow: They are a little worse
- Purple: They have not changed
- Pink: There has been slight improvement
- Blue: There has been significant improvement

- 86 (54.1%)
- 28 (17.6%)
- 28 (17.6%)
- 6 (3.8%)
- 11 (6.9%)
What city do you live in?

Question options
(Click items to hide)

- Louisville
- Superior
- Broomfield
- Westminster
- Other
- Boulder
What strategies would be the most beneficial for your neighborhood?

**Question options**

- Increase altitudes
- Reduce/discourage nighttime operations
- Use other runways
- Reduce number of overflights
- Increase airport/community engagement
- Other
How can the city/town improve community engagement related to airport and aircraft issues?

**Question options**

(Click items to hide)

- More effort should be made to provide information to the communities
- There should be more opportunities for the community to provide input
- The current engagement opportunities are adequate
- I have no opinion on this matter
How can the airport improve community engagement related to airport and aircraft issues?

**Question options**

1. More effort should be made to provide information to the communities
2. There should be more opportunities for the community to provide input
3. The current engagement opportunities are adequate
4. I have no opinion on this matter